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Abstract 
This essay analyzes the novel Their Eyes Were Watching God written by Zora Neale Hurston. 

The main focus is on whether the protagonist Janie acquires independence and a voice of her 

own. Her quest for a voice is looked at in relation to the four characters, Nanny, Killicks, 

Starks and Tea Cake, which all play a significant role in her journey throughout the novel. The 

main theoretical terms used in this essay are directly linked to gender and gender roles and are 

used to aid my hypothesis that gender is indeed socially constructed, and therefore it can be 

constructed differently. What I aim to achieve with this study is to look at whether the novel 

represents that a woman can acquire an independent voice in a male dominated society, if the 

gender roles are constructed differently. The analysis shows, with the help of theory, that even 

though Janie faces a lot of resistance, she manages to acquire an individual voice in Hurston’s 

story. 
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Introduction 
“Ships at a distance have every man’s wish on board. For some they come in with the tide. For others 

they sail forever on the horizon, never out of sight, never landing until the Watcher turns his eyes away 

in resignation, his dreams mocked to death by Time. That is the life of men.  Now, women forget all 

those things they don’t want to remember, and remember everything they don’t want to forget. The 

dream is the truth. Then they act and do things accordingly” (1). This is how Zora Neale Hurston’s 

novel begins, and with that, a gender dichotomy between male and female has been defined. 

Krasner analyzes this opening passage, and states that the tension between subject and object 

is what men build their lives around. For men, it is a matter of either success or failure, 

whereas for women, any union between object and subject is “transient and artificial” (113). 

Krasner continues; “While men are "Watchers," observing the fulfillment of plans, 

prophecies, and desires over time, women are creators, building up and tearing down their 

atemporal fictions as they go” (113). 

Gender and gender equality has always interested me and so when I was assigned to choose 

what I wanted to write about in this essay, gender was a clear choice. I was taking a literature 

class during the process of choosing a novel and one of the first novels we read was Their 

Eyes Were Watching God. I had never read nor heard about it before, however, it caught my 

attention immediately. I believe that many individuals can relate to the character of Janie, not 

just in the sense of her naiveté, hopes, dreams, setbacks, sorrows, but mostly I believe it is her 

journey to finding her voice and self that would be appealing. For teenagers who are still 

young and full of hopes and dreams, this novel would most definitely have appeal. The 

teenage years are sometimes not easy, and they are trying to find themselves and decide what 

their future is going to look like, and Their Eyes Were Watching God has the potential of 

working as a fine inspirational source. Reading and working with this novel has taught me the 

importance of working with the type of questions that this novel evokes and also that the 

novel can be used in class for teaching students numerous subjects and values like gender 

equality and respect. Janie, the protagonist in Their Eyes Were Watching God, lives in a male 

dominated society, were women are expected to obey the words of a man while women are 

expected to be quiet. Whether Janie follows this norm throughout the novel is very interesting 

to look at. 

Several studies have been carried out regarding the protagonist Janie’s quest to find her  

voice. Some critics like Robert Stepto, would disagree with my conclusion in this essay, as he 

states that Janie has neither acquired a voice nor a self, due to the fact that Janie’s story is told 

by an omniscient third person narrator. Mary Helen Washington agrees with Stepto, as she 
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claims that Janie is not empowered. Alice Walker, Susan Willis, Glynis Carr, SallyAnn 

Ferguson, Wendy J. McCredie, Jerome E. Thornton, and Robert Hemenway are among those 

who would support my conclusion as they state that Janie is a model of self-assertion 

(Simmons 182). Alice Walker is known for her admiration of Hurston, and has also stated that 

“there is no book more important to me than this one”, regarding Their Eyes Were Watching 

God. Walker has also said that, if she was to be stranded on a desert island and could only 

choose ten books to have with her, she would without a doubt include Their Eyes Were 

Watching God (Gates, McKay, 996). Hemenway has described the novel as “a masterpiece” 

(Howard, 403). 

What I aim to do in this essay, is to look at whether this norm, that women are expected to 

obey men, is maintained or if Janie is actually able to break away from it. My hypothesis is 

that this novel illustrates the idea that gender is indeed socially constructed, and therefore it 

can be constructed differently. 

Theory 
As I’ve stated earlier in this essay, my aim with this study is to elucidate the protagonist in the 

novel Their Eyes Were Watching God and her quest for a voice. Janie’s acquirement of a voice 

is looked at in direct relation to gender, and it is therefore of utmost importance to this essay 

to include gender-based theories. First, I will therefore introduce how gender is viewed and 

then I will proceed with my analysis of Their Eyes Were Watching God. Further on, I have 

included theories which highlight Janie’s evolvement in her different roles, on the journey she 

embarks upon. I have in particular focused on theories which validate that gender actually can 

be constructed differently, and therefore support the potential to interpret Janie’s voice and 

status as altered during the course of the story. 

Deborah Clarke writes that the presentation of voice in the novel is ambivalent, and therefore 

voice on its own is not enough (599). Clarke views voice in relation to visualization, Janie 

does not only long to acquire a voice in order for her to speak, but also a voice which can 

picture. A voice that, when used can paint a vivid picture. She seeks to make you see with the 

help of her voice, in order for you to understand. According to Clarke, what you see is more 

important than what you hear (600). In addition to studying how or if Janie acquires a voice, 

Clarke also looks into identity and how Janie acquire hers.                                                                        

Maria J. Racine does not look at how what you see and what you hear merge, 

but at how Janie’s voice affects and is affected in her different relationships throughout her 

journey (283). Racine states that silence characterizes Janie, which means that Janie is not 
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able to speak up for herself due to the fact that the men and women silence her throughout the 

novel. Racine writes that Janie is able to acquire a voice, to be able to speak up, even though 

she faces a lot of resistance (283). My idea of voice, i.e. how I write about voice in this essay, 

in relation to Janie, corresponds with how Racine writes about it in her article.  

In this essay, I proceed from the notion that identity is constructed, as does 

Clarke. I come to the conclusion that Janie acquires a voice, as does Racine in her article. A 

conclusion Clarke would not agree with, as she believes that Janie does not find a voice. 

Gender 
Gender and gender roles are something that permeates this essay, and therefore it is important 

to clarify what is meant when talking about gender and also were it derives from. 

When gender is sought to be explained it is often looked at in contrast to sex, which is what 

Judith Butler does. According to Butler, sex is something that is biologically fixed in humans 

whereas gender is constructed. When it is said that gender is constructed, and that certain 

features are applied to men and others to women it is valid to examine if gender actually could 

be constructed differently. This is very relevant in my analysis, since I am looking to 

determine whether Janie does acquire a voice, and if the gender roles in Their Eyes Were 

Watching God are indeed altered. 

Social construction & gender dichotomies 
In society, women’s subordination is defined as something that is biologically fixed rather 

than being socially constructed. Simone de Beauvoir proceeds from the idea that “one is not 

born a woman, but, rather, becomes one” (13). This idea is very interesting and helpful for my 

analysis, as my hypothesis states that gender can be constructed differently. Women are 

subjected to ideologies that do not show the true colors of reality (Beauvoir, 15). Instead of 

allowing women to be individuals, they were placed within categories thought to be specific 

to women (Beauvoir, 17).  

In an attempt to define what a woman is, some individuals use the word 

‘female’. The word female is often perceived as an insult or at least subordinate when used by 

men, however, if men hear the word ‘male’ being applied to them, they feel proud. It is 

important to clarify that the term “female” is derogatory in the sense that it limits her as an 

individual within her sex. Women have traditionally been seen as fixed, impatient, libidinous, 

stupid, insensitive, cruel and humiliated by men (Beauvoir, 41). Women’s character is defined 

as; she always argues with what you say, she lacks morals, she is false and hypocritical 

(Beauvoir, 698). Obedience and respect are also two terms that have fallen within women’s 
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fate/lot and this is what she is supposed to do, obey and respect, that is men. (Beauvoir, 699). 

In addition women are not bright enough to use logic when for example making decisions as 

men are, she also does not need to use male logic, this is hardly something that will help her 

comfort a crying baby (Beauvoir, 700). From all these characteristics that are applied women, 

women then respect men and their rules, due to women’s ignorance (Beauvoir, 701).  

All these inadequacies that are applied to women are according to Beauvoir, just 

a simpler way of saying that the horizon is closed for them (Beauvoir, 703-704). This same 

idea is also evident in Their Eyes Were Watching God and in the life and challenges of the 

protagonist, Janie. Many of the relationships she embarks upon set her back, i.e. they do not 

allow Janie to achieve her potential.  

A Subject and the Other 
Simone de Beauvoir discusses inequality between the sexes in terms of the Subject and the 

Other. Historically men have placed women in a subordinate position. He was able to claim 

himself as the Subject, that is, the one who makes all the decisions and whose opinion is of at 

most importance. This is very evident in Their Eyes Were Watching God. It is evident in the 

sense that the male characters in particular in the novel constantly attempt to place Janie in a 

subordinate position, meanwhile claiming the role for themselves as the Subject. The novel 

thus illustrates Beauvoir’s point that women are obliged to respect and obey men.  

While men were able to claim themselves as the Subject, women were trapped 

in the position of the Other. Women became the Object, the once who were defined and who’s 

opportunities were set by someone else. According to Simone de Beauvoir, the position of the 

women as subordinate, was then institutionalized and continued to stay with humans through 

customs and traditions (15). Beauvoir suggests that women are in this subordinate position 

because they have not tried to fight back as a group, and they have not tried to claim the 

position of the Subject. Because women have not challenged men and claimed their opinion, 

they have remained “the Other”. The Other is a very important theoretical term, as is the 

Subject for this essay. The ones in the novel, who claim the position of the Subject, are 

constantly attempting to place the protagonist in the novel, Janie, in the position of the Other. 

What will be looked at in direct relation to these two theoretical terms, is how well these 

positions are maintained and how change is affected in relation to Janie. As Janie is able to 

alter the positions of the Other and the Subject throughout the storyline, she is also able to 

constitute an independent voice. It is interesting, how Janie’s voice is silenced as soon as she 

takes on the role as the Object and vice versa. 
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Interestingly enough, it is not only men who try to claim the role of the Subject 

and place Janie as the Other, and the first part of the analysis will therefore look at her 

relationship to Nanny. The other sections of the following analysis will look at how the 

representation of Janie supports Beauvoir’s statements that what a women is is not given but, 

but a process of becoming (16). The fact that something actually can be done, and that men 

and women are not eternally doomed to maintain these roles is very significant to this essay, 

and its conclusions. 

The “doer” 
A change in women as the Other and men as the Subject cannot be made without women 

taking action. Judith Butler discusses feminist theory in Gender Trouble in terms of there 

being a “doer” behind a deed. In order for change to become a reality within society there has 

to be a “doer” that actually takes action. It is thought that it is of most importance to be an 

agent, because without an agent it is not possible for agency to exist. Without these two 

elements it is difficult to alter the relations of domination within society (25). 

If women are indifferent to these positions in society, if women do not take action and become 

doers, women will most likely remain the Other and men the Subject; the one who has the 

right of speech and power over women. This is, of course, sometimes easier said than done. 

The road to this achievement is not easy; something which is represented well in Hurston’s 

novel. It is not always a smooth ride for Janie, due to the fact that there are those who try to 

hold her back. This theoretical term, the doer, will be used in comparison to the other people 

in Janie’s life and show how the roles gradually change. When Janie becomes a doer, she 

gains a voice, but as soon as she hands over this role, she loses her voice. 

Hinderer & Helper 
Hinderer and helper are two terms which Lillie P. Howard discusses in his study. He uses 

them as terms for individuals hindering or helping individuals in their journey to fulfillment 

(404). It is evident, when reading the novel, that there are both hinderers and helpers. Some 

characters try to make the journey to acquiring a voice a little easier, by acting as helpers for 

Janie. There are also those who make her journey very difficult, those individuals are 

hinderers. 

A hinderer is defined, by the Online Encyclopedia, as “one who, or that which, 

hinders”. In this case, it is applied to someone who hinders another in their road to 

independence and to acquiring a voice. This is very evident in the novel, when Janie’s second 

husband makes an attempt to silence her, and does not let her speak. He serves as a hinderer in 
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her journey to acquiring an independent voice. 

A helper is defined by the Online Encyclopedia, as “one who, or that which, 

helps, aids, assists, or relieves”. When thinking of a helper, empowerment comes to mind, as 

in someone who empowers another. The Women’ s Studies Encyclopedia defines 

empowerment a “the process of enhancing an individual’s or groups capacity to make 

purposive choices and to transform those choices into desired actions and outcomes” (1). 

Furthermore, empowerment is suggested to be “both a goal in itself and as a driver of 

development” (1). The analysis will look at how Tea Cake is often times, throughout the novel 

the one who helps Janie in her journey to become an agent. 

Analysis 

Janie – Nanny 
Janie both respects and obeys Nanny. Nanny is the only family that Janie has, since her father 

is dead and her mother ran away after Janie was born. Nanny therefore became an authority 

figure for Janie as she has taken on the role of both mother and father. When Nanny asks Janie 

to do something, she thus obeys. The relationship between Janie and her grandmother is 

significant and it is very important to include it in this analysis. It is significant in the sense 

that Nanny has a lot of influence on Janie, and Nanny also maintains the status quo, that is, 

she acts in ways that allow men to be the Subject and women the Other.  

Nanny steers Janie in a direction that both ruins her hopes and dreams. Nanny 

forces her to do something which probably alters the course of her life and takes the horizon 

away from her, when she makes Janie marry Killicks. Janie says that “She had found a jewel 

down inside herself and she had wanted to walk where people could see her and gleam it 

around. But she had been set in the market-place to sell” (107). This is something that was 

done by Nanny in the beginning of her journey, and Janie’s confidence and shine is lost a bit 

along the way.  

In this part of the analysis, I will look at scenes in the novel which exemplify 

Janie’s struggle at the beginning of her journey and include one of the characters which some 

critics believe is the one who wrongs Janie most, Nanny (Howard, 404). This will be done in 

direct relation to theoretical terms which aid the analysis, in the sense that they exemplify 

what role or roles Nanny has and what kind of effect they have on Janie. 

As Butler observes, the Other remains in its position as long as they allow others 

to define them. In order for Janie to become independent and acquire an independent voice, 

she must become a doer, which is evident in the following discussion, where I will show how 
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she loses her voice by remaining partly indifferent. 

The first man in Janie’s life, Taylor, is like herself a teenager and the one whom 

Nanny catches Janie kissing. Nanny believing that Janie has “reached” her “womanhood” 

now and because this type of behavior is not acceptable to Nanny, she decides to take drastic 

measures at once. Even though she believes that marriage for Janie right away is the right 

thing to do she says “Ah ain’t said nothin’ ‘cause dat wasn’t de way Ah placed you. Ah 

wanted yuh to school out and pick from a higher bush and a sweeter berry. But dat ain’t yo’ 

idea, Ah see” (16). It seems at first highly unlikely that Janie, this willful young woman who 

seems to possess a voice of her own, will submit to her grandmother’s demands and in the 

process give up her dream of finding true love. Janie begs and pleads with Nanny to not make 

her marry Mr. Killicks, but she ultimately gives in and acts according to Nanny’s wishes. 

Deborah Clarke suggests that, Janie has no choice but to marry him because she 

is “defeated by Nanny’s powerful story of her own oppression” (604). Janie is the object, and 

Nanny is the subject who is the one that sets her opportunities for her (Hurston, 15). She 

remains the Other because she does not try to claim the position of agent or subject. 

However, as de Beauvoir states, Janie’s position in society does not have to be eternal. In 

order for her to become an agent, she must become a doer. If she is not pleased with her 

situation in life, she has to act in order for change to happen (25).  

In reality, neither Taylor nor Janie have a voice of their own in the beginning of 

the novel. They are voiceless (284). These two teenagers do not make the decisions or decide 

what their own actions will be. They do not determine their own destiny. In the way that 

Nanny is represented by Hurston, one can regard Nanny as the male authority in this situation, 

whereas Janie is the female who does not have the logic to make her own decisions. Applying 

Beauvoir’s theories, Nanny is represented and talks about herself as the one with good sense 

and morals and the one who knows how to act in these types of situations (Beauvoir, 700).  

Applying Howard’s theory, a hinderer sets one back, does not allow growth and 

independence, and the first hinderer in Janie’s life turns out to be her grandmother. The one, 

whom Janie is betrothed to, is not chosen according to her wishes, but with the promise of 

“protection” and her own hope of experiencing love she goes on to marry Killicks. With the 

duty of women being obedience and to show respect, Janie has no other choice than to respect 

and obey her grandmothers wishes (Beauvoir, 699). Nanny is the one, who wrongs Janie the 

most, as Howard states (404), and is the first hinderer in Janie’s journey. Instead of 

empowering her, her grandmother; sets her back. Nanny is complicit with male power and 

dominance over women. 
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Janie – Killicks 
Though forced into the marriage, Janie is able to grow in it, and it is in her marriage with 

Killicks that her dream of finding love dies. This sentence can be seen as a contradiction, 

however, it is constructed in that way deliberately. Janie can be seen as naïf prior to her 

marriage to Killicks. Furthermore, it is not clear if this naiveté leaves Janie’s character 

completely. However, whilst she grows out of her naiveté at least partly in her marriage to 

Killicks and sees the situation for what it really is, her dream dies. Janie’s and Killick’s 

relationship is significant for this analysis in the sense that his character is very different from 

the character of Nanny. Nanny has a big voice, whereas Killicks voice is quite small. His 

small voice gives Janie the opportunity to develop her own. 

 

As mentioned earlier, Janie grows and evolves, and the reader is made aware of 

this when the narrator writes that Janie experiences “a feeling of sudden newness and change” 

(38). This feeling makes her run straight towards Starks. In this part of the analysis, scenes 

that exemplify her growth of voice and independence will be looked at, and also how she 

attempts to change the status quo, which Nanny tried to maintain. Theoretical terms that 

highlight Janie’s evolvement and her attempts to change the norm will be used in this section. 

Janie’s voice grows and evolves in her relationship with Killicks, in contrast to 

his small voice. Killicks has no voice, except through Hurston, as narrator. The reader is often 

only able to know what Killicks is thinking or feeling through indirect speech. Hurston is the 

one who presents his emotions, which allows the reader to become familiar with them; he 

does not often express them explicitly to Janie. This shows that he lacks voice. Killicks lacks 

voice because he is not a storyteller. The characters ability to tell stories is what gives them a 

voice. He has achieved material success in life and therefore Janie can feel financial security, 

however Killicks is emotionally inadequate (Racine, 284). His emotional inadequacy is 

identifiable when Janie and Killicks discuss Janie’s upbringing, whereas Janie “put words in 

his held-in fears” (36) by suggesting her running off and leaving him someday. Attributes 

such as cruelty, insensitiveness and that women argue back when spoken to (Beauvoir, 698) 

can be applied to Janie here. Respect and obedience are two terms that women are supposed 

to live according to; however, this norm does not play out well as this relationship ends 

(Beauvoir, 699). In the scene where Janie threatens to leave Killicks, it becomes evident that 

Janie’s voice grows. Even though Killicks is himself voiceless, Hurston’s narrator 

acknowledges that Janie has caused him a great deal of ache. The hurt that Janie has caused 

him, however, he does not express to her. The reader is able to, through Hurston’s narrator, to 
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acknowledge Killicks emotions and fears when “he flopped over resentful in his agony and 

pretended sleep. He hoped that he had hurt her as she had hurt him” (36-37). This is Killicks 

response when Janie says that she might run off and leave him, whereas Killicks says that; 

“Tain’t no mo’ fools lak me. A whole lot of mens will grin in yo’ face, but dey ain’t gwine tuh 

work and feed yuh” (36).  

With Janie’s grandmother and up until this scene with Killicks, Janie has 

remained the Other, in this scene however, she challenges him and his position as a male 

authority. In a sense, they change positions, go against gender roles, so that Janie becomes the 

Subject and Killicks the Object (Beauvoir, 16). Even though Janie is not explicitly a doer in 

this scene, that is she does not actually act on her threats there and then, she has at least taken 

one step forward in challenging the gender roles. As a result of Killicks behavior towards 

Janie she turns to Joe Starks. Because Logan does not express his emotions and feelings to 

Janie, this hinders her from the opportunity to see the vulnerable side of him, which Hurston 

through her narrative allows the reader to see. Racine sees this as a way for the reader to 

perhaps even sympathize with Logan and his inability to express himself to a teenage girl 

(285).  Racine definitely gives a valid point, and it is understandable that some readers 

actually could sympathize with him; however, when having knowledge about women’s 

situation during that time and still in modern times, it can be difficult to sympathize with him. 

Nanny keeps the norm alive, that women are supposed to respect and obey men, 

and there is another example where she serves as a hinderer and makes Janie the object. The 

way that Nanny views gender dichotomies and especially women’s role in society and in the 

home is very evident in the following scene where she makes an allegory about black men, 

white men and black women. Nanny believes that Janie will find security in her marriage to 

Killicks, but that does not mean that she will find love in her marriage. Janie does not 

understand why one has to sacrifice love, in order to have security. In an effort to try and 

make Janie understand why she has chosen Killicks to be her husband she says that, black 

men are forced to do white men’s work, and they then force black women to do it instead. She 

then characterizes the black women as mules (17). Even though her allegory reflects a social 

reality, Nanny has an opportunity to, through Janie, change this situation. Yet again, Nanny is 

the person who works as a hinderer in Janie’s life. She is hindering her in the sense that she 

teaches Janie that black women in particular are in a subordinate position in this world. Nanny 

has the opportunity to empower her by stating that women’s position does not have to be 

eternal (Women’s Studies Encyclopedia ,1). 

The black men’s power, that is, the power to actually force someone to do 
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something, comes from the fact that they are men. They have the fortune of being able to give 

orders to women according to social custom, and the tradition that their orders should be 

obeyed and respected (Beauvoir, 699). Women, or in this case black women, have not tried to 

be doers, they have remained the Object or dumb, as in silent, mules to use Hurston’s term 

(Butler, 25). Women have been expected to carry all the burdens that men refused to carry, 

and they have done so because of the inadequacies that were applied to them (Beauvoir, 703-

704). As Beauvoir observes, women are considered ignorant and not very bright, and 

therefore must obey men, because they need someone to take care of them and protect them 

(Beauvoir, 701). 

Racine explains that Nanny uses this story about black men to make Janie understand that 

women are repressed by both black and white men. Nanny is doing what men do all the time, 

hold women back. She is keeping women’s position as subordinate alive, by saying that this is 

how it is always been, Nanny explains it as being a tradition which one cannot avoid 

(Hurston, 15). She holds Janie back from achieving a voice of her own by trying to make her 

remain an Object. 

As Janie becomes stronger, the roles between her and the relationship that she is 

in with Logan shifts. Janie becomes a doer, and thus she now becomes a Subject. Nanny, 

hopes that Janie will not experience this repression by Killicks, due to his wealth, this is 

however exactly what Killicks at least attempts do to. The consequence of Killick’s behavior 

against Janie is that she rejects him (Racine, 284). Janie shows that his behavior towards her 

does not go well with her, and so she challenges Killicks. Just like Tea Cake, later on in the 

novel, wants Janie to work with him in the fields for her company, it is possible that this is 

also what Killicks desires. However, the important issue here that differentiates Tea Cake and 

Killicks is that Tea Cake asks Janie whereas Killicks tells Janie that he has found a gentle 

mule for her to take care of (Racine, 284-285). Killick is attempting to live by the traditions, 

that women are expected to obey men (Beauvoir, 699). In this case it is not important what he 

in his heart perhaps intended to do, but rather the fact that he expects Janie to take on this 

burden. Killicks was attempting to take on the role as the Subject, and thus make Janie the 

Object (15).  

This does not go well with Janie who one day feels a change come over her and 

so she decides to run away and meet Joe were he had said he’d wait for her (Hurston, 38-39). 

In this action, Janie becomes a doer behind a deed (Butler, 25). The novel does not maintain 

traditions in this scene, but what it does is challenge men. Janie ceases in a sense to be the 

Other (Beauvoir, 15). What is also shown here is the fact that gender is not something that is 
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biologically fixed within humans, but something that is constructed, and Janie is constructing 

it differently, as Beauvoir suggested was possible (25). 

Janie – Starks 
Nanny’s desire for Janie to marry Killicks also finally leads her to the next step of her journey. 

Janie allows herself to be the Other, both in her relationship with her grandmother and within 

her marriage with Killicks. They were the Subject who defined her, who held her back and 

trapped her (Beauvoir, 15) and as Janie finds herself in a physical prison within the loveless 

marriage with Killicks, Joe Starks appears out of nowhere down the road (Hurston, 32). Joe 

Starks being a “stylish dressed man” (32) with “seal-brown color” and who “acted like Mr. 

Washburn” (33) still made Janie pull back because he did not “represent sun-up and pollen 

and blooming trees” but Starks “spoke for far horizon”  and “change and chance” (35), and so 

Janie takes a chance with him. She becomes a doer and challenges the prevailing traditions 

(Butler, 25), and despite all the attributes women were given, she is able to go against that 

(Beauvoir, 703).   

Janie runs off with Joe Starks, as a result of Killicks behavior towards her. 

Starks becomes Janie’s second husband, and even though he does not fulfill her dreams 

exactly, Janie still acknowledges something different about him. One can imagine that, if 

Nanny had not forced Janie to marry Killicks, Janie would never have met Joes Starks (and 

thus not Tea Cake either).  

Janie’s relationship with Starks contains a great deal of significance for this 

analysis, because in this relationship she takes action in a way that she has not done before. 

How and if Janie manages to acquire a voice within her marriage with Starks is very 

important, especially as he is a master storyteller and thus has great power. In this part of the 

analysis, I will look at how well norms and traditions regarding gender are maintained in this 

part of the novel. By incorporating the theoretical terms in the analysis I can highlight the 

roles of Janie and Starks, how the characters go about maintaining or reversing these roles and 

whether Janie is able to go from being an Object to a Subject, i.e. to becoming a doer. 

Janie is given a second chance of finding happiness and love and is able to free 

herself from the physical prison that she has been living in, sadly and utmost unfortunately 

she instead walks into an emotional prison. The roles between Janie and Starks shifts yet 

again as Starks becomes more and more successful in the community, and Janie goes back to 

being the Object, and so her initial progress into doer does not last long.  

Janie believes Starks to be different, a man who will provide her with happiness 
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as well as comfort, and his words make her interested when he says; “You behind a plow! You 

ain’t got no mo’ business wid uh plow than uh hog is got wid uh holiday! You ain’t got no 

business cuttin’ up no seed p’taters neither. A pretty doll-baby lak you is made to sit on de 

front porch and rock and fan yo’self and eat p’taters dat other folks plant just special for you” 

(34). Hurston allows the reader to become familiar with Stark's sweet side when he rescues a 

mule owned by a citizen in Eatonville and that is not treated well. One day outside the store, 

Janie finds herself very upset by the way the mule is being treated. The reader is aware of 

Janie’s thoughts, but she does not use her voice to speak up because she “hates disagreement 

and confusion”, so she says “Ah better not talk. It makes it hard tuh git along” (67). Starks 

did, however,  hear Janie’s concern for the mule when she was muttering to herself and 

purchased the mule, and everyone assumed that he does this to use it for work, but Starks 

declares that he “Didn’t buy ‘im fuh no work. I god, Ah bought dat varmint tuh let ‘im rest” 

(68). The citizens all agreed that what Starks had done was noble and this event made Janie 

use her voice and speak; “Jody, dat wuz uh mighty fine thing fuh you tuh do. ‘Tain’t 

everybody would have thought of it, ‘cause it ain’t no everyday thought. Freein’ dat mule 

makes uh mighty big man outa you. Something like George Washington and Lincoln. 

Abraham Lincoln, he had de whole United States tuh rule so he freed de Negroes. You got uh 

town so you freed uh mule. You have tuh have power tuh free things and dat makes you lak uh 

king uh something” (69).  

Unfortunately, as soon as they arrived in Eatonville and Joe Starks is elected 

mayor, the young bride Janie becomes familiar with a different side of Joe that she had not 

seen before. When Janie is asked by Tony to say a few words after Joe has been elected 

mayor, the town is very eager to hear Janie speak. Joe is not. Instead of giving Janie the 

chance to say a few words he interrupts and says; “Thank yuh fuh yo’ compliments, but mah 

wif don’t know nothin’ ‘bout no speech-makin’. Ah never married her for nothin’ lak dat. 

She’s uh woman and her place is in de home” (51). The town almost expects Janie to say a 

few words, whereas Starks expects her to be quiet. In this scene, it is evident that women’s 

position as subordinate is constructed (Beauvoir, 13), and the one who is constructing it, the 

one who is the Subject is Starks (Beauvoir, 15). It is evident in the sense that one man, Starks, 

does not think it fit for a women to give a speech, whilst a town full of men are eager to hear 

her speak. He is following the traditional gender dichotomy, the one that says that women are 

not bright enough to be able to handle this (Beauvoir, 700). Even though it might have been 

the case, that giving a speech was not one of Janie’s strongest skills, it is evident that Starks 

despite that was a hinderer. He hinders her in the sense that he does not let her try to make a 
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speech and practice using her voice. It is obvious to the reader that Janie is clearly upset with 

her husband’s actions, but she does not use her voice and words to express her feelings, 

instead she just thinks them privately; “She had never thought of making a speech, and didn’t 

know if she cared to make one at all. It must have been the way Joe spoke out without giving 

her a chance to say anything one way or another that took the bloom off of thing” (51). It was 

not the matter of the speech that was bothering her, but the fact that Joe just robbed her of her 

right to use her voice and say a few words. Even in private Janie did not speak her mind. 

With Killicks she took a step forward in becoming a doer (Butler, 25), however 

now, she remains the object as she gave Starks the right to define her (Beauvoir, 15). He 

closed her horizon by being a hinderer and saying that Janie does not know how to make a 

speech and that she belongs in the home (Beauvoir, 703-704). 

Starks controls and directs the citizens of Eatonville, as well as his wife Janie. 

His control over Janie is evident in numerous ways. When they first met, he was very loving 

and in particular loved her hair, and when Starks explains that he wants to marry Janie he then 

says; “Kiss me and shake yo’ head. When you do dat, yo’ plentiful hair breaks lak day” (35). 

This was before they were married, but once they actually did get married and moved to 

Eatonville Joe insisted that Janie cover her hair with a head rag. Janie obeyed and started to 

cover up her hair with a head rag even though “It didn’t seem sensible at all” (64) according 

to her. She did not understand why he wanted her to do that, but despite that she allowed 

herself do be the Object, the Other, whereas she simultaneously gave him the right to stay the 

Subject and thus to control and define her (Beauvoir, 15).  

To Janie, “This business of the head-rag irked her endlessly. But Jody was set on 

it. Her hair was NOT going to show in the store” (64). The reason why he didn’t want Janie’s 

hair to be seen, was because he was jealous and that “She was there in the store for him to 

look at, not those others” (65). As Clarke writes, “He wants her to be both present and absent, 

both visible and invisible” (605) and this is what he attempts to do by making her keep her 

hair up. His dilemma is that while he wants to show her off as her owner, he is worried about 

the other men. He never said anything like this and never expressed his jealousy to Janie, “It 

just wasn’t in him” (Hurston, 65). Killicks could not express his emotions and insecurities to 

Janie, and neither could Starks, despite being outgoing and having a powerful voice (Racine, 

286). 

Janie continues to evolve, but Starks attempts to hinder her as he has done 

before. Another scene which proves that Starks voice is fading somewhat, is when Starks 

returns to the store after the ceremony for the dead mule. Through Hurston’s narrator the 
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reader understands that Starks is in a good mood, and as he enters the store he notices that 

Janie is not quite as joyful as he is, and so he hides his good spirits from Janie. He did not 

understand why she is in such a mood, because according to him, she has every reason in the 

world to be happy. This makes him very upset because he is “building a high chair for her to 

sit in and overlook the world and she here pouting over it!” (73). Starks wants to “box her 

jaws”, but instead he keeps quiet and tries to lighten the mood, however, this is one that leads 

to a small argument. The life that Starks has provided for them he finds wonderful, and he 

does not understand why she is not pleased. The gender dichotomies and the different roles 

that are applied to women and men seem natural to him. They are embedded in him.  

However, this is not the case for Janie (Hurston, 41). This scene illuminates the 

fading of Starks voice by showing the rise of Janie’s. She does not agree with Starks, and 

makes an effort to display this, but she ends up just agreeing, however the reader is aware that 

she feels differently through the narration and therefore this can be seen as a sign that her 

voice evolves (Hurston, 74). The fact that she ends up agreeing with him means that she steps 

back from her slightly new found role as a doer (Butler, 25) and takes the position as Object 

yet again (Beauvoir, 15).   

This pattern is repeated several times as Janie begins to challenge Starks control 

over her mentally, and use her voice. In an argument between Janie and Starks, she attempts 

to fight back with her words and challenge him (Hurston, 16), but Starks wants her 

submission and so he does not stop and Janie therefore retreats and keeps quiet (Hurston, 84). 

According to Starks, women are supposed to obey and respect their husband and so he takes 

on the role of the Subject whereas he places Janie as subordinate (Beauvoir, 15). In the scene 

where the two spouses argue and where Janie attempts to fight back, Starks makes an allegory 

between women and children, and chickens and cows. He states that “somebody got to think 

for women and chillun and chickens and cows. I god, they sho don’t think none theirselves” 

(83). The gender attributes which Beauvoir discusses, and which she states men apply to 

women fall within this allegory that Starks makes (41). Just as Beauvoir suggests that women 

are expected to respect men and their rules because of these inadequacies, Starks also implies 

this (701). According to him women are not bright enough and are not able to use logic like 

men can, and therefore, he believes that someone has to think for them (Beauvoir, 700). It is a 

statement which is degrading towards women, and statements and arguments like these made 

Janie think about the state of her marriage (Hurston, 84). Starks is hindering Janie here, 

perhaps indirectly, however, as he does this by attempting to lower her self-esteem. Even 

though Starks, in his opinion, wins this argument and others too, because Janie does not want 
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to make these situations worse, her determination to speak out grows. 

Janie’s voice evolves, and she takes on the position as the Subject.  

In one specific scene, Janie does something that she has never done before, she engages in a 

conversation outside the store with other citizens of Eatonville (Hurston, 88). Janie directs her 

words to the men and says; “how surprised y’all is goin’ tuh be if you ever find out you don’t 

know half as much ‘bout us as you think you do. It’s so easy to make yo’self out God 

Almighty when you ain’t got nothin’ tuh strain against but women and chickens” (89). In this 

speech, she not only defines Starks, but many of the men in town. Of course, Starks does not 

react well to Janie speaking in public, and so he tells her that she is “getting’ too moufy” (89) 

and tells her to go inside the store. In this scene she alters the positions, Janie becomes the 

Subject, and the men become the Object, the ones who are defined by Janie (Beauvoir, 15) 

and this leads her closer and closer to independence and a voice of her own. 

She continues to challenge the prevailing visions on gender in the next scene. 

After some time, Jody starts to comment on Janie’s age to insult her. Starks tells Janie; “You 

oughta throw somethin’ over yo’ shoulders befo’ you go outside. You ain’t no young pullet no 

mo’ ” (91). As before, Starks is a hinderer, not in the sense that he forbids her to do 

something, but by trying to make her think less of herself. This happens again in a scene that 

take place at the store. On a crowded day at the store Starks says to Janie; “Don’t stand dere 

rollin’ yo’ pop eyes at me wid yo’ rump hangin’ nearly to yo’ knees!” (93), and everyone starts 

to laugh, and at this point Janie has had enough. So, she does something that neither she nor 

anyone has ever done before, she places herself right in front of Starks and says; “When you 

git through tellin’ me how tuh cut uh plug uh tobacco, then you kin tell me whether mah 

behind is on straight or not” (93). Janie is really the doer behind the deed in this situation, 

because not only does she do something that she has never done before, but also something 

that none of the people in Eatonville have done (Butler, 25). Janie goes against a long run of 

traditions that say that women are supposed to be quiet and respect men, she wants a change 

so she challenges Starks which allows her to step aside from the position of being the Object 

(Beauvoir, 15). This nearly leaves Starks speechless, but instead they continue their argument, 

and for the first time Janie does not give in and finally she says; “You big-bellies round here 

and put out a lot of brag, but ‘tain’t nothin’ to it but yo’ big voice. Humph! Talkin’ bout me 

lookin’ old! When you pull down yo’ britches, you look lak de change uh life” (94). This time 

she does not settle with only challenging him mentally, but also uses her voice and in the 

process she takes away his position as the Subject (Butler, 15) and leave him with nothing to 

do but to slap her (Hurston, 94-95). Janie has robbed him of his maleness and humiliated him 
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in front of his friends. Beauvoir stated that these gender roles, where women are Object and 

men are the Subject, do not have to be eternal if women fight back as a group, however, in 

Hurston’s novel she illustrates the role of individual women in the story of Janie who does not 

wait for someone to assist her, but instead take on the fight on her own (16). 

 

Janie has now come very far on her journey to independence. Janie is now the 

Subject and Starks continues to stay the Object. Janie has become a doer and she has 

overcome all the hinderers in her life. In a later scene, as he lies dying, Janie confronts Starks. 

Racine identifies this as Janie assaulting Starks with her words, something that I will have to 

disagree with (288). Janie rather wanted some kind of closure and to try to make Starks 

understand what kind of person she is, than to assault her dying husband (Hurston, 101). 

Before Starks dies, she says “All dis bowin’ down, all dis obedience under yo’ voice-dat ain’t 

whut Ah rushed off down de road tuh fin out about you” (103). Janie attempts to find her own 

voice and independence and in expressing her inner feelings and thoughts to Starks, she 

succeeds. Interestingly, Starks began his journey in the novel as a man with a big voice, who 

constantly suppressed Janie’s voice, however, in the end it is his voice that is suppressed. Her 

independence can be identified when she lets down her hair after Starks death and as she has 

expressed her thoughts and feelings she is now capable of allowing Tea Cake to enter in her 

life as he later does (Hurston, 104). With the event of Starks demise, and after years and years 

of being married, Janie finds herself enjoying being on her own. She feels free, and she likes 

the feeling of freedom (Hurston, 108). Starks death is a turning point in Janie’s life and 

meeting Tea Cake turns out to be wonderful for her quest in finding a voice of her own. 

Janie – Tea Cake 
Tea Cake is Janie’s third and last husband. Tea Cake is different from the previous characters 

in this analysis. He is different from the men in Janie’s life as well as from Nanny. In the way 

he acts, thinks and behaves towards Janie, there is a significant difference which is important 

to include in this analysis. He expects her to think and have an opinion of her own; he teaches 

her things which she did not have an opportunity to learn in her previous relationships. Even 

though Tea Cake at times causes Janie to be vulnerable and insecure, he is also partially the 

cause for her growth and strong voice in the end. Tea Cake is the one who helps Janie in 

becoming the storyteller that she becomes in the end. In this part of the analysis I will look at 

scenes that exemplify how the traditionally defined gender roles are not in operation 

throughout the novel, and the ways in which Janie evolves and acquires a voice. Theory that 
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serves to highlight these points will be used. 

The roles of the Subject and the Object are not easily defined now in the novel, 

they are not as important as they have been in Janie’s previous relationships. Respect is 

mutual and obedience is not the central focus now. Janie and Tea Cake serve as mutual 

helpers to one another. When it is a matter of equality between the sexes, feminist theories are 

not as relevant in this part of the analysis, as they have been earlier. One day, Tea Cake Woods 

enters Eatonville and Janie’s life and already, at the first encounter with him, she recognizes 

something different with him, something that she had not experienced with either Killicks or 

Starks. Tea Cake wanted to play with her and this actually made her glow inside (Hurston, 

114). He does not look at the roles of men and women in the same way her former husbands 

did.  

Even though Tea Cake is not in the position that Killicks and Starks were 

financially and socially, he makes up for this through his ability to express his feelings to 

Janie. Tea Cake includes Janie in both the amusing times of his life and also in his work. Tea 

Cake does not place Janie in a subordinate position and he does not place himself as the 

Subject in their relationship (Beauvoir, 15).  

With him entering the storyline, it is evident that the way Killicks and especially 

Starks viewed woman is not represented as embedded in everyone. Starks made an attempt to 

suppress Janie’s voice in their marriage, however, she came out of that marriage with a 

stronger voice than she had had going in it, and with Tea Cake, her voice is strengthened more 

than ever. Janie’s marriage to Tea Cake gives her hope and allows her to go back to a time 

when she thought so greatly of love.  

In Janie’s previous marriages, she was expected to act in a certain way, a way 

which would allow her husbands to look good and not be humiliated or lose face in front of 

others. Janie was the Other, the one who was constantly defined (Beauvoir, 15) and her job 

was to obey and respect them (Beauvoir, 699). The difference in the first two marriages and 

Janie’s marriage with Tea Cake is that the latter contains mutual respect without any defined 

roles. Racine recognizes that the reason why Janie falls in love with Tea Cake is because he 

didn’t act like her previous husbands and he certainly did not expect Janie to act in a specific 

manner that would benefit him (288). I strongly agree with Racine’s suggestion, because Janie 

lacked everything that she ever hoped for with Starks and Killicks, and was fortunate to find 

that in Tea Cake, even though he perhaps could not support her financially.  

Starks followed the typical ideologies that claimed women are not smart enough 

or logical enough to handle what men can handle (Beauvoir, 41) and so Janie was never 
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permitted to learn or experience certain things. For example, Starks had never wanted or tried 

to teach Janie how to play checkers, and she explains to Tea Cake that “Jody useter tell me Ah 

never would learn. It wuz to heavy fuh mah brains” (115). The difference between Starks and 

Tea Cake is that the latter actually did want her to play. Tea Cake did not follow the same 

ideologies that Starks did, he actually went against much of what Starks believed in. Starks 

and Killicks lived according to traditions on how to treat women, whereas it can be suggested 

that Tea Cake is represented as a man who does not agree with all the inadequacies that were 

applied to women. 

Tea Cake helps Janie. He empowers her as no one has done before. While all the 

citizens of Eatonville went to see a game, Janie stayed back at the store, but Tea Cake 

encouraged her to go when he said “You oughta be at de next game. ‘Tain’t no use in you 

stayin’ heah if everybody else is gone (115). He empowers her by encouraging her and in the 

process lives up to the ideal of a helper. Tea Cake does not always do things just for his own 

pleasure; he wants Janie to experience it to. When Janie wakes up one morning to Tea Cake 

combing her hair, Janie is surprised and asks “Why, Tea Cake? Whut good do combin’ mah 

hair do you? It’s mah comfortable, not yourn” (123). Tea Cake also encourages Janie to 

express her thoughts and feelings; he expects her to become empowered, in contrast to the 

former men in her life. When Tea Cake asks Janie to accompany him to a picnic, Janie is 

doubtful, and believes that he might be asking her just out of politeness. With the constant 

worry that Tea Cake might not be serious with Janie, she says to Tea Cake that it is alright 

with her if he wants to take someone else to the picnic. Tea Cake sees through her words and 

says “Naw, it ain’t all right wid you. If it was you wouldn’t be sayin’ dat. Have de nerve tuh 

say whut you mean” (129). Tea Cake encourages her to be a doer and to empower herself 

(Butler, 25) while Janie still can’t seem to let go of the position as the Object or the Other, 

however, Tea Cake serves as a helper in achieving this (Beauvoir, 15). Even though Janie’s 

voice has become stronger and definitely more powerful, it is evident here that she has not 

fully reached independence. Racine suggests that Janie only expresses herself in this scene 

after she has been given permission by Tea Cake, and according to her this shows that she has 

yet to become independent (289). 

Racine suggests, as mentioned earlier, that Janie is set in her ways. Even though 

Janie managed to evolve and become a doer in her previous marriages, she has not fully 

reached the courage to completely step away from the role as subordinate (Butler, 15). One 

can recognize that she has not reached independence; however, it is important to acknowledge 

that Janie is dealing with a man different from Starks and Killicks. Janie did not feel that she 
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had to be worried about other women in her previous marriages, and they did not go off for 

days, leaving Janie uncertain of their relationship, like Tea Cake does. It is important to 

recognize Janie’s new found strength and voice, but it is also important to realize that the 

novel represents how old habits are often hard to remove, especially after years of living with 

them. 

When the citizens in Eatonville begin to talk about Janie and Tea Cake, her 

friend Pheoby visits her and tells her. Pheoby also tries to warn Janie about Tea Cake and that 

he is perhaps only after her money, whereas Janie says “Dis is uh love game. Ah done lived 

Grandma’s way, now Ah means tuh live mine” (134). This shows growth in Janie and that 

even though her grandma did want a good life for Janie; it was not what Janie wanted for 

herself. Janie has realized that she can no longer live according to other people’s wishes, and 

also that it is difficult to please yourself and others at the same time. She has to become a 

doer, an agent in order for there to be an agency (Butler, 25). This proves that women’s 

position as subordinate does not have to be eternal (Beauvoir, 16). 

The roles of the Subject and the Object become evident again in Janie’s 

relationship with Tea Cake. He tries to define Janie and put her in a subordinate position. 

When Tea Cake and Janie realize that they cannot stay in Eatonville, they decide leave 

together. They stay awhile in Jacksonville, and then they reach the Everglades were there 

marriage continues to flourish. Tea Cake began teaching Janie how to shoot and also asked 

her to start working with him in the fields, since he felt that they were wasting so much time a 

part (Hurston, 157). Janie is able to experience things with Tea Cake in a way that she was 

never able to do before.  

Life with Tea Cake is good, but it is not perfect, as becomes evident one day. In 

the following scene Tea Cake does something that he has not actually done before, he 

physically takes on the position of the Subject and forces Janie to take on the position of the 

Object, something that she has worked so hard to remove herself from (Beauvoir, 15). Both 

Tea Cake and Janie experienced jealousy from time to time, but one day fear took over him 

and “Before the week was over he had whipped Janie. Not because her behavior justified his 

jealousy, but it relived that awful fear inside him. Being able to whip her reassured him in 

possession. No brutal beating at all. He just slapped her around a bit to show he was boss” 

(172). Racine identifies this as an analogy to Janie’s marriage with Starks, and that male 

voices have a fear of expressing themselves (289). This seems reasonable, since both Starks 

and Tea Cake use violence when they do not know how to express themselves verbally. Tea 

Cake does not know how to express to Janie, with words, that he is afraid of losing her, so he 
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takes other measures. 

Janie evolves constantly and she is on the way to acquiring an independent 

voice. This becomes very evident when a hurricane reaches the community, and while trying 

to save Janie from drowning, Tea Cake gets bitten by a rabid dog. Tea Cake is not himself 

after he is bitten by the dog, and he tries to shoot Janie. In self-defense she ends up shooting 

him. He dies and Janie is sent to jail. Deborah Clarke presents an interesting idea when she 

states that “Janie’s act of killing is an act of physical self-defense to protect the body that Tea 

Cake has restored to her” (610). During Janie’s trial, the reader is aware that Janie speaks, but 

only through Hurston’s narrator. Janie’s trial, which was held before twelve white male jurors 

and also many of Tea Cake’s friends who had travelled far to be a part of it, shows according 

to Racine the strength and power of her voice (290). Hemenway observes that in this scene 

Janie is understood to be “a complete woman, no longer divided between an inner and an 

outer self (290). Janie is alone in this scene, Tea Cake is no longer present and no one else for 

that matter and so Janie has to take care of herself and secure her future.  

Similarly, Nellie McKay suggests that the relationship Janie had with Tea Cake 

helped her evolve and know more about herself; however, now that he is dead, she is able to 

search for security within. Janie can now find the “courage to speak in her own black 

women’s voice, no longer independent on men” (290). This I find to be true, especially 

considering that this is the first time Janie is actually on her own, and the fact that she has not 

been in a similar situation before. She now has the chance to really grow as an independent 

woman. She has fully taken on the role as a doer and is no longer forced to be the Other, she 

can now define herself (Beauvoir 15).  

The situation Janie was faced with, when killing Tea Cake, was obviously 

difficult and anyone would have felt helpless. She knew, however, that Tea Cake’s condition 

was beyond saving, but Janie wants to live, still pursue her horizon, and so she decides to live. 

When killing Tea Cake, Racine observes that “In contrast to her former husbands' acts of 

violence, born of their inability to articulate their emotions, Janie's violence is a conscious act 

of self-defense and a matter of choosing life rather than death. Thus, it is the ultimate act of 

voice” (291). This statement I find to be accurate, since Janie has overcome so much whereas 

she has always been forced to rely on others, she now chooses to face the world on her own. 

One can suggest that, the reason why Hurston chooses not to allow the reader to know what 

Janie states in front of an all-white jury is because it is not important. What is important, and 

which is in fact conveyed to the reader is Janie’s story told to her friend Pheoby. The reader is 

aware of the fact that Janie’s voice was powerful in front of the jury, since she was released. 
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Janie is now the Subject, a doer, and is not defined by anyone or anything. She 

has overcome a lot and she has now acquired an independent voice. After the trial Janie 

returns to Eatonville, however, she does not speak to anyone except for Pheoby who wants to 

listen. When Janie had finished telling her story, Pheoby says “Lawd! … Ah done growed ten 

feet higher from jus’ listenin’ tuh you, Janie. Ah ain’t satisfied wid mahself no mo’. Ah means 

tuh make Sam take me fishin’ wid him after this. Nobody better not criticize yuh in mah 

hearin” (226). First of all, Pheoby’s words prove that Janie has acquired what Clarke 

suggested that Janie was seeking for, that is a voice “which can picture, which can make you 

see” (600). Pheoby’s statement strengthens the suggestion that Janie has become a storyteller. 

Furthermore, this statement from Pheoby exemplifies Janie’s empowerment and growth. Not 

only did Janie become a doer herself by challenging the prevailing ideologies on women, she 

also inspires her friend to become a doer (Butler, 25) and challenge men and their opinion so 

that women’s position as subordinate does not remain eternal (Beauvoir, 16). By telling her 

story to Pheoby, who will tell it to many more, she has finally reached what she has sought to 

acquire for so many years, a voice. 

Racine suggests that by killing Tea Cake “she forces herself to choose her self 

over the dominant society of men” (292). African American women have been controlled by 

white society and African American men, and so it is important to acknowledge that the 

journey that Janie has been in was a challenge. Despite Nanny, Killicks, Starks, Tea Cake and 

everyone and everything else that has been a part of her journey Janie succeeded in acquiring 

a voice.
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Conclusion 

In the analysis in this essay I have mainly focused on whether the protagonist, Janie, is able to 

acquire a voice or not. The analysis shows that Janie acquires both a voice and independence. 

Through along her journey she deals with both hinderers and helpers, but in the end she is 

able to free herself. 

Janie and Nanny’s relationship is the first that is looked at in the analysis, and 

the study shows that Nanny is a clear hinderer in Janie’s life. This is evident when she forces 

Janie to marry Killicks and Janie has no other choice then to suppress her dreams and voice, 

and obey Nanny. Nanny takes on the role in gender dichotomies which is usually applied to 

men, as she takes on the role as Subject whereas Janie is forced to remain the Other. In her 

relationship with her grandmother, she does not acquire a voice at all. The roles are always 

defined between them and never changed. Throughout their relationship, Nanny remains a 

hinderer and the Subject whereas Janie remains the Object. 

While Nanny succeeds in being both a hinderer and the Subject, Killicks on the 

other hand, does not do so fully. In Janie’s relationship with Killicks she is able to develop her 

voice, and in contrast to Nanny, Killicks has almost no voice at all. Killicks wants and 

attempts to maintain norms and traditions regarding gender, but fails more often than he 

succeeds. The roles between them are not always defined and clear, at times Killicks is the 

Subject and at other times Janie is able to claim this position. What is, however clear, is the 

fact that he is a hinderer, as Nanny was. However, even though he acts as a hinderer, his 

power over Janie is not as strong as Nanny’s was. Janie is still able to challenge him and the 

prevailing norms and traditions regarding gender roles, and in the end also leaves him. Janie 

fully, takes on the role as a doer by leaving him. 

Janie remains a doer by choosing and deciding to leave with Starks on her own, 

without someone pushing and forcing her to do so. As Janie’s second husband, Starks, is very 

kind and sweet in the beginning, but changes entirely when they arrive in Eatonville. At once, 

the gender roles between them are defined, and it is clear what is expected by Janie. She is 

supposed to respect, obey and keep quiet. She follows these three expectations for a while, but 

not for long. Janie challenges him, and this makes it possible for her to reverse the gender 

roles, as she also does, several times. The fact that Starks is a hinderer is very clear 

throughout his part in Janie’s journey. He constantly attempts to suppress her and lower her 

self-esteem, but despite that she is able to come out of her marriage very strong and with a 

strengthened, independent voice. Throughout her relationship with Starks, she becomes a doer 
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many times. 

In her last relationship, she is able to be a doer almost consistently. Janie’s final 

relationship that has been looked at in this essay is her relationship with Tea Cake. The 

relationship between them consists of mutual love and respect, and they can, for the most part, 

never really be placed within the traditional gender roles. Janie and Tea Cake are equals, and 

for a long time, Subject and Object are not a part of the relationship, until Tea Cake hits her. 

After a long time of being a clear helper for Janie, as no one of the earlier studied characters 

has been for her, he, for a brief moment, becomes a hinderer. Except for that moment, Tea 

Cake is constantly attempting to encourage and teach Janie what it means to really live and 

love, and also experience love. He does not try to maintain the norms and traditions which 

states that women are supposed to respect men and be quiet. In this relationship, she grows 

and evolves like she has never done before, and is in the end able to acquire a voice and self. 

Throughout Janie’s journey, she comes up against many hinderers and few 

helpers, but she comes out of her relationship as a very strong and independent woman. Even 

though she lives in a male dominated society, where women are expected to act in a certain 

way, and where many individuals in her life have tried to maintain that way of life, she is able 

to break free from it. She altered the positions of Subject and Object numerous times, as 

Beauvoir stated was possible. That women are obligated to silence and men actually have the 

right to speak, is a norm which was very evident throughout the novel, however, this was not 

always followed by Janie. This study shows that Janie challenges and goes against this norm 

several times. This study also shows that Janie is, in the end, able to acquire a voice. The 

conclusion of the analysis is in the end very positive and yet again proves, as I stated in the 

introduction, that this novel is great for young adults. Janie’s story is very inspirational, and 

has the potential to work as a fine inspirational tool for students in school. Janie lived through 

a lot and overcame it all triumphant. 
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